LEGO ROBOTICS DAY CAMP

Camper Program Evaluation

1. What were some things you really liked about LEGO Robotics Camp?

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. What were some things you really did not like about LEGO Robotics Camp?

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

3. Our PA helped our team _ too much _ just right _ too little _ not at all?

4. My PA made sure I got a chance to sit at the computer and program. Yes No

5. My PA made sure I got a chance to help build the robot of something for the robot.
   Yes   No

6. My PA helped me to learn how to work on a team and listen to other ideas. Yes No

7. My PA helped my teammates to learn how to work on a team and listen to other ideas.
   Yes   No

8. I really liked my PA because ___________________________________________

9. I really wish my PA had ______________________________________________

10. The grownups could have make camp better if they had ____________________
    ____________________________________________________________________

11. The grownups were _a lot _ a little _ not at all helpful .
    Why ________________________________________________________________
12. During Circle Time/Talking Heads time I learned  _ a lot   _ a little   _ not at all?  
13. Do you think you learned  _ a lot   _ a little   _ not much   _ not much about working on a team?  
14. Did you find that working on a team was  _ easier   _ the same   _ harder than working by yourself?  
15. My camper notebook was  _ very helpful   _ somewhat helpful   _ not helpful?  
16. When I take my camper notebook home, I will  _ use it again   _ keep it   _ recycle it  
17. I learned the most about LEGO Robotics during  
    _____ The Can-Do Challenge  
    _____ Doing the missions on the tournament tables.  
18. My team used the Unstick Word Wizard Cards.  YES   NO  
19. Programming Bingo helped me learn the programming symbols  YES   NO  
20. Did other people at the camp have good ideas?  YES   NO  
21. Did you get a chance to share your ideas?  YES   NO  
22. Did you get a chance to build something?  YES   NO  
23. Did you get a chance to build something on your team's mission robot?  YES   NO  
24. Did you get a chance to program?  YES   NO  
25. Did you get a chance to program something for your team's mission robot?  YES   NO  
26. I would tell my friends this was a fun camp and they should go to it next year.  YES   NO  
27. Do you think being an engineer would be a cool job?  YES   NO  
28. Why do you think that?  ____________________________________________________  
                                           ____________________________________________________  
29. Any thing else you what to say about LEGO Robotics Camp?  
                                           ____________________________________________________  
                                           ____________________________________________________  
MY LAB # IS ________________